Research Space and Extra RB Classroom

Down in the Richards Building (RB), there is an area for doing research and an extra classroom. You are able to reserve both to use.

Reserve Temporary Research Space:

1. Go to FHSS Research Suite
   This is what it will look like:

   ![Research Suite Layout](image1)

2. Then, decide what room you want from the list on the left hand side of the page and select the room you want.

   ![Room Selection](image2)

3. Find and select the date for which you want to reserve the room and fill in the information on that date.

Your Own Research Office Space

Talk to David Nelson (ext. 2-3016, david_nelson@byu.edu, office: 2102C JFSB)

Available Classroom Space

There is also a nice classroom down in the RB (227) that has nice tech equipment that you can use. To schedule this room, please talk to Bruce Burgon (ext. 2-2833 or bruce@byu.edu) or Trish Wilson (ext. 2-1355 or patricia_wilson@byu.edu)